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Figure 1. Schematic of the interaction between the legs and the ground.

As shown in Fig 1, we assumed that the ground has a viscoelastic property. The
normal force acting on the ith leg tip Ni is described as
Ni = max[−kg zi − cg z˙i , 0]
where kg is the spring constant and cg is the damping coeﬃcient.
On the other hand, we modeled friction forces using Coulomb friction. However,
because it was diﬃcult to treat static friction in simulations, we simply assumed that
the frictional force, i.e., the horizontal component of the ground reaction force, acting
on the ith leg fi is given as
fi = −µNi tanh(cẋi ),

(1)

where µ is the friction coeﬃcient and c is a positive constant. The hyperbolic tangent
function is introduced to reproduce dynamic Coulomb friction. In fact, Eq. (1)
accurately describes dynamic Coulomb friction when |ẋi | ≫ c−1 . Thus, the force
acting on the ith leg from the ground Freaction,i is given by
Freaction,i = (fi , Ni )T .
When part of the terrain was removed, the interaction between the ith leg tip and
the side wall was modeled as follows (Fig 2). When xi < xgap,l , zi < xi − xgap,l , and
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zi < 0 where xgap,l denotes the position of the left-hand side of the gap:
Ni = max[−kg (xi − xgap,l ) − cg ẋi , 0],
fi = −µNi tanh(cz˙i ),
Freaction,i = (Ni , fi )T .
On the other hand, when xi > xgap,r , zi < −xi + xgap,r , and zi < 0 where xgap,r
denotes the position of the right-hand side of the gap:
Ni = max[kg (xi − xgap,r ) + cg ẋi , 0],
fi = −µNi tanh(cz˙i ),
Freaction,i = (−Ni , fi )T .
We assumed that the horizontal component of the ground reaction force Fi is given by
the x component of Freaction,i considering that each leg is roughly aligned along the z
axis.

Figure 2. Schematic of the interaction between the legs and side walls.
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